Coupling Interactions between Voltage Sensors of the Sodium Channel as Revealed by Site-specific Measurements
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Abstract The voltage-sensing S4 segments in the sodium channel undergo conformational rearrangements in response to changes in the electric field. However, it remains unclear whether these structures move independently or in a coordinated manner. Previously, site-directed fluorescence measurements were shown to track S4 transitions in each of the four domains (Chanda, B., and F. Bezanilla. 2002. J. Gen. Physiol. 120:629–645). Here, using a similar technique, we provide direct evidence of coupling interactions between voltage sensors in the sodium channel. Pairwise interactions between S4s were evaluated by comparing site-specific conformational changes in the presence and absence of a gating perturbation in a distal domain. Reciprocity of effect, a fundamental property of thermodynamically coupled systems, was measured by generating converse mutants. The magnitude of a local gating perturbation induced by a remote S4 mutation depends on the coupling strength and the relative equilibrium positions of the two voltage sensors. In general, our data indicates that the movement of all four voltage sensors in the sodium channel are coupled to a varying extent. Moreover, a gating perturbation in S4-DI has the largest effect on the activation of S4-DIV and vice versa, demonstrating an energetic linkage between S4-DI and S4-DIV. This result suggests a physical mechanism by which the activation and inactivation process may be coupled in voltage-gated sodium channels. In addition, we propose that cooperative interactions between voltage sensors may be the mechanistic basis for the fast activation kinetics of the sodium channel.
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Introduction

The voltage-dependent sodium channel, which is responsible for the rising phase of an action potential, is a single polypeptide with four homologous domains. In contrast, voltage-dependent potassium channels are comprised of four subunits, each one similar to an individual domain of the sodium channel. The divergence in the primary structure between sodium-channel domains is expected to confer functional distinctions. Indeed a number of structure-function studies have revealed that the voltage sensors of Na⁺ channels have discrete functions (Stuhmer et al., 1989; Chen et al., 1996; Kontis and Goldin, 1997; Kontis et al., 1997; Chanda and Bezanilla, 2002). In the present study, we address the issue of cooperative interactions between the four voltage sensors of the sodium channel.

Each domain of the sodium channel contains a highly conserved fourth transmembrane segment, otherwise known as the S4, in which every third residue is positively charged (Stuhmer et al., 1989; Yang and Horn, 1995; Yang et al., 1996). This structure is recognized as the primary voltage sensor in the superfamily of voltage-gated ion channels (Liman et al., 1991; Papatzian et al., 1991; Aggarwal and MacKinnon, 1996; Noceti et al., 1996; Seoh et al., 1996). In their landmark paper, Hodgkin and Huxley (1952) demonstrated that the macroscopic current behavior of the sodium channel can be adequately described by a model in which three gating particles control the opening of the channel, and a fourth particle modulates the inactivation process. The gating particles and inactivation unit were postulated to move independently upon membrane depolarization. However, subsequent studies revealed that inactivation is dependent on the state of activation (Goldman and Schaaf, 1972; Armstrong and Bezanilla, 1977; Aldrich et al., 1983; Aldrich and Stevens, 1983). Successive models incorporated coupled behavior of the inactivation lid (West et al., 1992; Patton et al., 1993), which closes the ion conduction pathway, with independent movement of the voltage sensors (Armstrong and Bezanilla, 1977; Keynes and Kimura, 1983; Patlak, 1991). On the other hand, more recent kinetic models of the sodium channel based on gating, ionic, and single-channel recordings have proposed modest interactions between gating particles to account for identical rate constants in early transitions (Vandenberg and Bezanilla, 1991). Alternative models of so-
dium channel gating have also invoked cooperative interactions between initial transitions of the S4s to account for the slow-rising phase of gating currents (Keynes and Elinder, 1998).

A number of detailed studies on cooperativity between channel subunits have been performed on K<sub>c</sub> and K<sub>a</sub> channels (Smith-Maxwell et al., 1998; Horrigan and Aldrich, 1999; Horrigan et al., 1999; Ledwell and Aldrich, 1999). The homotetrameric nature of potassium channels reduces the number of interactions and states, therein, greatly simplifying the analysis. In contrast, deciphering coupling mechanisms in a multidomain and a functionally asymmetric protein like the sodium channel is challenging due to the global nature of the measured parameter. The global parameter, such as ligand binding or channel opening, encapsulates the individual contributions from each domain, and, thus, cannot uniquely define the contributions of each subunit. A more substantial limitation of this approach is that the measured global quantity may not reveal the true pattern of cooperative interactions operating at the site-specific level. For instance, it can been shown that even for a simple model consisting of two interacting nonidentical binding sites, a positive interaction between the sites may be manifested as apparent negative cooperativity in a global description (Di Cera, 1998). Thus, site-specific analysis is of fundamental importance in dissecting the molecular nature of cooperative interactions.

The aim of the present study is to investigate whether cooperativity is manifested at the level of voltage-sensor movement in the sodium channel. For this purpose, we monitored the kinetics and voltage dependence of the fluorescently tagged S4 in the presence and absence of distal gating perturbations. Converse double mutants were also examined to test the reciprocity of effects. Our results indicate that perturbation-induced shifts in S4 movement are a function of interdomain coupling energetics and equilibrium positions of paired voltage sensors along the voltage axis. These experiments provide direct experimental evidence for cooperativity between the voltage sensors of the sodium channel.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Modified Cut Open Oocyte Epifluorescence Setup**

The modified cut open setup used to measure the voltage-dependent fluorescence signals has been described previously (Cha and Bezanilla, 1998). The cut open oocyte configuration allows for spatial voltage homogeneity and fast temporal resolution. The setup is placed on the stage of an upright microscope (BX50WI; Olympus Optical) and the light was focused using a LumiPlanFl 40X water-immersion objective (0.8 NA). The light from a tungsten halogen light source was filtered with 535DF35 and split using a 570DRLP dichroic mirror. The excitation light was triggered with a VS25 shutter (Vincent Associates). The emitted light passed through a 565EFLP longpass filter (Chroma Technologies and Omega Optical). This emitted light was then focused onto a PIN-020A photodiode (UDT Technologies) by a microscope condenser lens. The photodiode was connected to the headstage of an integrating Axopatch 1B patch clamp amplifier (Axon Instruments, Inc.). The current from the photodiode was offset to prevent saturation of the feedback capacitor during acquisition.

**Data Acquisition**

Electrical and optical signals were acquired in two independent channels and digitized on two 16 bit A/D converters in a PC44 board (Innovative Integration). When the data was sampled at intervals longer than 5 μs, the program acquired the data at 5 μs/point, digitally filtered them to the new Nyquist frequency, and decimated them to the new sampling frequency; fluorescence and current were acquired at cut-off frequencies of 20 and 10 kHz, respectively. The data acquisition and analysis programs were developed in-house. For ionic current measurements, linear leak and membrane capacitive current were subtracted using a standard online P/4 procedure. Each fluorescence recording is an average of 20 traces generated by a depolarizing pulse of 20 ms to a test potential after a −150-mV prepulse of 200 ms from a holding potential of −80 mV. The external and internal solutions contained 115 mM N-methylglucamine-methylsulfonate (NMG-MES) to minimize series resistance errors. As a result, the measured ionic currents are only outward due to the flux of residual internal potassium through the sodium channel.

**Molecular Biology, Expression, and Labeling**

The α subunit of the rSKM1 was cloned into a PBSTA vector optimized for oocyte expression as described previously (Chanda and Bezanilla, 2002). This DNA, which was used as a template for all subsequent mutagenesis, contains three additional silent mutations that generate unique restriction sites. Site-directed mutagenesis was performed using a two-step PCR protocol. The PCR fragments containing the mutation were cloned into unique restriction sites and sequenced to confirm the mutation. The α subunit of the Na channel and the β subunit cRNA were transcribed from Not-I linearized cDNA in vitro with T7 polymerase (Ambion, Inc.). A 50-ng sample of cRNA, with the α and β mixed in 1:2 molar ratio, was injected. The oocytes were incubated for 4–7 d after injection at 18°C in an incubation solution of 100 mM NaCl, 2 mM KCl, 1.8 mM CaCl<sub>2</sub>, 1 mM MgCl<sub>2</sub>, 5 mM HEPES, 10 μM EDTA, and 100 μM DTT. The oocytes were labeled on ice in a depolarizing solution with 5 mM of 5'-tetramethylrhodamine (Cat # T6027; Molecular Probes) for 30–45 min.

**Data Analysis**

Plots of the voltage dependence of S4 fluorescence (or F-V) were generated by measuring the amplitude of the optical signal (typically after 20 averages) with depolarizing pulses to ranges of potentials. F-V curves were normalized to the maximal value to facilitate comparing the amplitudes between different channels. Although the TMRM signal near the S4 of each domain is characterized by

\[
F_{\text{max}} = \frac{1}{1 + \exp[-\varepsilon(V - V_1/2)/kT]}
\]

Whereze is the midpoint of activation of the subunit, z is the valence, KT has its usual thermodynamic meaning, ε is the electronic charge, and ze/kT is the slope factor.

A customized Windows-compatible data analysis program was used to construct the F-V curves from the optical signals. Gating
parameters were obtained from Boltzmann fits of the fluorescence using SigmaPlot 8 (SPSS, Inc.) and Excel 2000 (Microsoft). Simulations of the induced gating shifts in the cooperative four state model were generated by Berkeley Maddona (University of California, Berkeley, CA).

RESULTS

Experimental Strategy

Cysteine residues introduced near the S3-S4 extracellular linker of the sodium channel labeled with tetramethylrhodamine have been shown previously to track voltage-sensor movement (Chanda and Bezanilla, 2002). In particular, the fluorescence signals from these sites near domains I, II, and III are highly correlated with the fast component of gating charge, and, thus, are sensitive reporters of S4 conformational changes. Fig. 1 A shows an alignment of the fourth transmembrane segments from each domain of the rat skeletal muscle sodium channel where the engineered cysteines are designated by stars. The gating perturbations used in this work were motivated by previous studies that demonstrated robust conductance-voltage (g-V) shifts in charge-reversal and charge-neutralization mutations of S4 gating residues (Stuhmer et al., 1989; Chen et al., 1996; Kontis et al., 1997) (Table I). We tested the functional effect of many charge mutations (Fig. 1 A, circles) with site-specific fluorescence measurements. Thus, the sodium channels employed in this study contain two classes of mutations: (a) mutated cationic S4 residues that induce gating perturbations; and (b) fluorophore-conjugated cysteine residues that track S4 movement.

Our experimental strategy is as outlined in Fig. 1 B. The local effect of the gating perturbation was initially characterized by comparing the optical signature of a TMRM-labeled residue in the presence (second schematic, top of Fig. 1 B) and absence (first schematic, top of Fig. 1 B) of a gating charge mutation within the same domain. Those gating mutations that produced substantial effects were subsequently engineered into channels containing a fluorophore placed in a distal S4 segment (bottom of Fig. 1 B, second schematic). As the eukaryotic sodium channel is comprised of four voltage sensors, a minimum of six pairwise mutants (each containing one perturbed domain and one TMRM-labeled domain) is required to completely determine all possible combinations. Since conservation of free energy mandates reciprocity between coupled processes, converse pairwise mutants, in which the location of the perturbed and fluorescent domains are interchanged, were also tested (Wyman and Gill, 1990).

Characterization of Gating Perturbations

For the remainder of the paper, double mutants containing a gating perturbation and fluorophore within the same S4 will be denoted by using either the standard notation or an abbreviated label. In the latter case, the charge perturbation is designated by a degree symbol while an asterisk denotes the TMRM-labeled residue. Thus, R228Q-S216C mutant, where the charge...
and cysteine mutation are both located in domain I will be depicted as DI*-DI**.

For comparison, the time course of fluorescence change during a depolarizing pulse in the presence (gray) and absence (black) of gating charge mutations are shown in Fig. 2 A. Fluorescence traces were normalized with respect to the maximal value recorded at depolarized potentials. The most dramatic effect is seen on DII*- DII** mutant (second column, gray trace), which exhibits a small fluorescence change at −10 mV, whereas the signal representing the unperturbed mutant, DII** (second column, black trace), is almost maximal in amplitude. The effect of gating perturbation is clearly apparent in the time course of fluorescence change in all the domains, especially at small depolarizations.

The magnitude of gating perturbations is quantitated by plotting the steady-state fluorescence signal with respect to membrane potentials in the presence (gray) and absence (black) of gating charge perturbations (Fig. 2 B). The parameters of fluorescence voltage curves for perturbed and unperturbed cysteine mutants are summarized in Table I and were obtained by fitting the data to a single Boltzmann distribution. Among all of the intradomain gating mutants, mutation of R663 to glutamine in the S4 of second domain exerts the largest perturbation on voltage sensor movement (from $V_{1/2} = −58.3$ to $+28.1$ mV, Fig. 2 B). Mutation of the third residue in domain I (DI*-DI**) shifts the fluorescence-voltage curve from $V_{1/2} = −67.1$ mV to a new mean value ($V_{1/2} = −15.0$ mV, $z = 1.02e_o$). The largest shift (+20 mV) for a perturbation in domain III is seen on mutation of the third charge whose F-V relation is shown Fig. 2 B (third graph). In the fourth domain, a charge conservative (R1450K) mutation produces a 31-mV shift in the fluorescence voltage curve. This substantial gating perturbation suggests that this residue likely serves a structural role in stabilizing the activated state with respect to the deactivated state. The physical basis for the large perturbations in voltage sensor gating on other domains cannot be unambiguously determined. If the effect of arginine neu-

| TABLE I | Conductance and Fluorescence Properties of Gating Perturbing Mutations |
|---------|---------------------------|---------------------------|
|         | Conductance               | Fluorescence              |
|         | Midpoints of activation   | Slope                     | Midpoints of activation | Apparent slope |
| mV      |                           |                           | mV                      |               |
| Wild-type* | −31.9*, −32.7i            | 5.6*, 6.3:i                | −67.1                   | 1.3           |
| S216C   | −30.1i, −40i              | 5.5i, 4.5:i              | −58.3                   | 1.0           |
| S660C   | −75.9                    | 1.2                       | −70.8                   | 1.1           |
| L1115C  | −10.6i, −13i              | 3.9i, 5.4:i              | −68.8                   | 0.9           |
| S1436C  | −18.6i                   | 4.4i                      | −15.0                   | 1.02          |
| R222Q   | −14.2i                   | 4.4i                      | 28.1                    | 1.2           |
| S660C   | −26i                     | 3.5i                      | −44.3                   | 0.9           |
| R663Q   | −47.2i                   | 5.4i                      | −56.6                   | 1.09          |
| R672Q   | −19.3i                   | 4.5i                      | −68.6                   | 1.3           |
| R672Q-S216C | −21.7i              | 5.7i                      | −79.4                   | 1.1           |
| S1436C  | −38.7                    | 1.3                       |                         |               |

Fluorescence parameters of mutants obtained from fits of the F-V to a first order Boltzmann function. The data from each mutant represents a fit to the mean of 3–5 oocytes.

*Kontis et al., 1998.
§Chen et al., 1996.
‡Stuhmer et al., 1989.
The values of slope from Stuhmer et al. (1989) were multiplied by three since those values were for a single gating charge assuming three identical gating charges.
baseline polarizations is simply a reduction in the number of charge-carrying residues, then the slope of the F-V curve may be diminished without an effect on the midpoint of activation. However, most of the perturbations used in this study dramatically shift the midpoint of activation of each S4 segment with minimal effect on the slope factor; therefore, the perturbation influences the voltage-independent (or chemical) component of the equilibrium constant. In other words, the perturbation effects are likely a result of disrupted structural interactions that destabilize the activated conformational state shifting the F-V curves toward depolarized potentials.

Gating charge perturbation in each domain does not modulate the S4 movement (F-V) and conductance (g-V) to an equivalent extent (Table I). For instance, in the second domain, R663Q mutation displaces the g-V curve to the right by 11 mV, which is comparable to the 15-mV shift produced by the R672Q mutation. The optical data, in contrast, shows that the F-V curve is right shifted by 85 mV in the R663Q mutation as compared with only 14 mV in R672Q. In the case of the third domain, the charge conservation mutation R1128K shifts the conductance-voltage (g-V) curve in the hyperpolarizing direction by 12 mV, whereas the F-V curve is essentially unchanged. The remaining mutations used in this study shifted both fluorescence and conductance parameters yet the optical signals were consistently displaced to a much greater degree. This difference in the magnitude of the g-V and F-V perturbations may reflect that conductance is a product of the activated probability of each domain (i.e., F-V), such that relatively large shifts in S4 gating produce only modest shifts in conductance parameters (Hodgkin and Huxley, 1952). Alternatively, the discrepancy between the optical and electrophysiological parameters may indicate that individual domains contribute differentially to the conducting state of the channel (Hanck and Sheets, 1995). While identifying the precise gating steps affected by the charge mutations is beyond the scope of this work, a combination of single channel and gating current data with site-specific measurements may help us elucidate the role of particular S4 charges and the effect of their mutations.

**Gating Perturbations in One Domain Affect the Operation of other Domains**

Site-specific fluorescence measurements have been used to dissect cooperative interactions in voltage-gated ion channels (Mannuzzu and Isacoff, 2000). However, unlike this prior study on the multimeric Shaker K channel, where the precise stoichiometry of the perturbed and labeled subunits were difficult to ascertain, the voltage-gated sodium channel affords one primary advantage. The covalently linked domains of the sodium channel ensure a uniform population of channels, each containing only one gating-perturbed domain and a single TMRM fluorescent reporter. Thus, to determine whether S4 movement is cooperative, we...
generated a set of double mutants or chimeric channels where the gating mutation and TMRM-conjugated cysteine residue are located in different voltage sensors. The gating perturbations that exhibited the largest shifts (refer to Table I) were used in these chimeric channels.

The lower portion of Fig. 3 compares the evoked fluorescence of domain I chimeras containing the K228Q gating mutation with a TMRM probe in domain II (A), III (B), or IV (C) (gray traces) to the respective wild-type S4 movement (black traces). While the kinetics of S4 activation in domains II and III are only nominally affected by the gating perturbation in the first domain, the K228Q neutralization significantly slows the activation time course of S4-DIV (bottom of Fig. 3 C). Accordingly, domain I exerts the maximal effect (30-mV depolarizing shift) on the fourth domain's voltage sensor (DI/-DIV) (top of Fig. 3 C), whereas a minimal effect or none at all is induced in the second and third domains (Fig. 3, A and B, top), respectively. Generic illustrations of the sodium channel are shown in the insets to clarify the location of the gating perturbation.

**Figure 3.** Interdomain interactions of a perturbed first domain as revealed by shifts in the voltage dependence of S4 movement. (Inset) Generic diagram of sodium channel depicting the domain in which the gating-charge perturbation (open circles) and the fluorescently tagged domain (stars) are located. (Top) In all cases, wild-type domain movement is shown in black circles relative to domain movement in the presence of a distal gating perturbation (gray inverted triangles). A gating charge perturbation in domain I (K228Q) destabilizes the activated conformation of the S4 in domains II (S660C, panel A) and IV (S1436C, panel C), but has no apparent effect on domain III (L1115C, panel B). (Bottom) A selected sweep of “wild-type” and “chimeric” domains are shown for comparison at the voltage in which the greatest difference in kinetics or amplitude was observed.
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The S4 of the fourth domain is believed to be
proximation. However, as we will show later, this apparent discrepancy in the measured perturbation between
DIII gating (Fig. 4 B). Finally, the voltage sensors in the second and fourth domain are coupled as evidenced by a shift of 22 mV (Fig. 4 C) in F-V of DII-DIV*. Interestingly, a gating charge perturbation in S4-DII not only modulates the midpoint of activation of distal voltage sensors, but also alters their apparent valence (Table II). This may reflect disrupted electrostatic interactions between the native cationic residues and proximal charged amino acids with a re-
sultant reshaping of the electric field through which the gating charges move.

Next, we explored the effect of the R1125Q gating perturbation in S4-DIII on the movement of other S4s (Fig. 5). The DIII-DIV* mutant with a TMRM reporter in the first domain exhibits an 18-mV shift in V1/2 toward positive potentials relative to the intrinsic S4–domain I position (top of Fig. 5 A). Notice that the foot of the F-V curve is not displaced in this instance indicating that the gating perturbation in the third domain is likely to affect the activated state much more than the resting state. This phenomenon is not observed in the interactions between domains II and III or domains IV, where moderate shifts are observed in both cases (Fig. 5, B and C, top). The bottom of Fig. 5 shows representative fluorescence traces from chimeric channels at a single test potential containing R1125Q gating perturbation.

The S4 of the fourth domain is believed to be uniquely involved in coupling the activation process to the inactivation gate (Hanck and Sheets, 1995; Sheets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mutants</th>
<th>Midpoint of activation (V1/2)</th>
<th>Apparent slope (z)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>K228QS660C (DIF-DII*)</td>
<td>−49.5 ± 5.04</td>
<td>1.1 ± 0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K228QL1115C (DIF-DIII*)</td>
<td>−80.2 ± 1.46</td>
<td>1.93 ± 0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K228QS1436C (DIF-DIV*)</td>
<td>−53.7 ± 3.41</td>
<td>1.25 ± 0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R663QS216C (DII-DIV*)</td>
<td>−30.0 ± 7.5</td>
<td>1.1 ± 0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R663QS1115C (DII-DIV*)</td>
<td>−58.8 ± 1.9</td>
<td>1.69 ± 0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R663QS1436C (DII-DIV*)</td>
<td>−47.4 ± 5.98</td>
<td>1.5 ± 0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1125Q8216C (DIIIF-DIV*)</td>
<td>−49.0 ± 4.49</td>
<td>0.95 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1125Q8660C (DIIIF-DIV*)</td>
<td>−46.1 ± 6.85</td>
<td>1.15 ± 0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1125Q81436C (DIIIF-DIV*)</td>
<td>−61.9 ± 1.71</td>
<td>1.29 ± 0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1450K8216C (DIV-DIV*)</td>
<td>−27.2 ± 5.16</td>
<td>1.18 ± 0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1450K8660C (DIV-DIV*)</td>
<td>−42.9 ± 6.8</td>
<td>1.26 ± 0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1450K81115C (DIV-DIV*)</td>
<td>−65.5 ± 6.6</td>
<td>1.31 ± 0.13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fluorescence parameters of “chimeric” mutants obtained from fits of the F-V to a first order Boltzmann function. The data from each mutant represents a fit to the mean of 3-5 oocytes.

(circles) and fluorophore-tagged domain (stars). The differential effect of the domain I gating mutation on S4 movement in domain II, III, and IV are consistent with specific interdomain interactions rather than a global effect of the mutation.

In Fig. 4, fluorescence voltage curves from double mutants containing the R663Q gating perturbation (in S4-DII) and a fluorophore in either domain I(A), domain III(B) or domain IV(C) are compared. The R663 charge neutralization displaces S4-DI movement by 30 mV toward depolarized potentials (Fig. 4 A). As this chimera is a converse of the DIF-DII* mutant (Fig. 3 A), an equivalent induced shift may be expected at first app-

Figure 5. Inter-domain inter-
actions of a perturbed third domain as revealed by shifts in the voltage-depen-
dence of S4 movement. The wild-type domain movement is shown in black circles relative to domain movement in the presence of a distal gating perturbation (gray inverted triangles). Gating charge perturbations in domain III (R1125Q) destabilize the acti-
vated conformation of the S4 in domains I (S216C, panel A), DII (S660C, panel B), and domain IV (S1436C, panel C). (Inset) The box diagrams have the same meaning as in the previous figures. (Bottom) Selected sweeps for comparison.
Coupling between Voltage Sensors of the Na Channel

and Hanck, 1995; Chen et al., 1996; Mitrovic et al., 1998; Cha et al., 1999; Sheets et al., 1999; Catterall, 2000; Mitrovic et al., 2000; Chanda and Bezanilla, 2002). We have shown previously that the activation of S4-DIV occurs relatively late in the activation sequence and may be facilitated by fast S4 transitions in domains I, II, or III (Chanda and Bezanilla, 2002). A gating perturbation in the fourth domain induces a large displacement in the F-V of S4-DI (DIV<sup>*</sup>-DI*) (δV<sub>1/2</sub> = +39 mV) and relatively modest shifts in S4-DII (DIV<sup>*</sup>-DII*) (δV<sub>1/2</sub> = +15 mV) and S4-DIII (DIV<sup>*</sup>-DIII*) (δV<sub>1/2</sub> = 10 mV). A comparison of the activation time course of these different voltage sensors in the presence and absence of the S4-DIV gating perturbation is shown at the bottom of Fig. 6. These results indicate that the voltage sensor of domain IV is coupled to the S4 segments of other domains, most notably the S4 of domain I.

Effect of Distal Perturbation Depends on Coupling Strength and Relative Equilibrium Positions

The cumulative results from the perturbation experiments are presented in terms of shifts in midpoint of activation (δV<sub>1/2</sub>) for the chimeric mutants as summarized in Fig. 7 (and Table II). The data reveals two important attributes of inter-domain cooperativity in the sodium channel. First, gating perturbations in one do-

**Figure 6.** Interdomain interactions of a perturbed fourth domain as revealed by shifts in the voltage dependence of S4 movement. As in the previous figures, the wild-type domain movement is shown in black circles relative to domain movement in the presence of a distal gating perturbation (gray inverted triangles). Gating charge perturbations in domain IV (R1125Q) modulate the S4 movement in domains I (S216C, panel A), DII (S660C, panel B), and domain III (L1115C, panel C). (Inset) The generic diagram is as described in Fig. 3.

**Figure 7.** Shifts in the activation midpoints due to a gating perturbation. The activation shift is the difference between activation midpoints (V<sub>1/2</sub>) of the perturbed domain versus the unperturbed domain. The error bars represent standard error and were calculated using the equation s<sub>A</sub><sup>2</sup> = s<sub>B</sub><sup>2</sup> + s<sub>B</sub><sup>2</sup>. The s<sub>A</sub> and s<sub>B</sub> are the standard deviations of two variables A and B that in this case represent the activation midpoints of the perturbed and the unperturbed domain. Each panel summarizes data from a common set of double mutants where the perturbation is localized in one particular domain. The fluorophore position in each of these double mutants is indicated on the y-axis.
main can greatly modulate the voltage-dependent behavior of distal S4 segments. For instance, a gating mutation in S4-DIV (R1450K) that induces a shift in S4-DI movement (ΔV_{1/2} = +39 mV) is approximately equal in magnitude (within error) to the measured shift of its own domain (ΔV_{1/2} = +32 mV as measured by DIV-DIV*). Similarly, a charge perturbation in the second domain (R663Q) exerts a 37-mV midpoint shift in domain I movement (DIV'-DIV*); this long-range effect is ~50% of the intradomain perturbation as reflected by the midpoint of activation of “wild-type” S4-DII versus DIV'-DIV*. Second, the magnitude of V_{1/2} shifts in a converse double mutant pair are not equivalent. This finding was not initially anticipated because thermodynamic considerations dictate that the energetic effects between an interacting pair should be reciprocal. Therefore, we explored this issue by implementing a simple cooperative model of an ion channel that is readily generalizable to models of greater complexity.

The four-state model shown in Scheme I represents a two subunit protein in which each subunit undergoes a single gating transition.

\[ \text{SCHEME I} \]

The \( \text{ab} \) state represents the fully deactivated channel where both subunits are at rest and \( \text{AB} \) represents both subunits in an activated state. Each subunit undergoes a single transition described by a forward (\( k_f(V) \)) and backward (\( k_b(V) \)) rate constant according to the expressions:

\[ k_f(V) = \exp[q(V - V_{1/2})/kT] \]
\[ k_b(V) = \exp[-q(V - V_{1/2})/kT], \]

where \( q \) is the subunit charge which was set to 2e, \( V \) is the membrane voltage, \( V_{1/2} \) is the mid-point of activation for the subunit, and \( kT \) has its usual thermodynamic meaning. The equilibrium constants are \( K_f = k_f(V)/k_b(V) \) for subunit A and \( K_b = k_b(V)/k_f(V) \) for subunit B. Positive cooperativity was integrated into this model by multiplying the forward rate constant of one subunit with a coupling term (\( n \)) when the other subunit of the channel was in the activated position. The coupling term was set to a value of 10^6, which is equivalent to a free energy of 8.5 Kcal/mole. The fluorescence-voltage relationship for each subunit was determined numerically by calculating the steady-state population of each state at various potentials and then plotting all states with an activated subunit A or acti-
When \( n/H11005 \) (no cooperativity), the perturbation ratio, \( \rho = \frac{K_1/n}{K_1/n} \), (5)

Thus, when \( n/H11021 \) (negative cooperativity), \( \rho < p \) and when \( n/H11022 \) (positive cooperativity), \( \rho > p \).

However, consider the case when \( K_2 \gg p \) then

\[ K_1 = nK_1 \text{ and } \rho = p, \]

which is similar to Eq. 6.

Under this condition, a substantial gating perturbation of the second domain (\( K_2 \)) will not affect the fluorescent properties of the first domain (\( K_1 \)), even when the two domains strongly interact (i.e., large \( n \) term).

While this two subunit model does not encompass the full complexity of the four-domain sodium channel, the simulation results are consistent with our experimental findings. The fluorescence-voltage curves of S4s in domains III and IV are hyperpolarized shifted with respect to domains I and II. Consequently, large perturbations in the gating properties of first and second domain have a diminished effect on the fluorescence of S4-DIII and S4-DIV (Fig. 7). By extension, relatively small perturbations of the third and fourth domain induce comparatively large shifts in S4-DI and S4-DII. Thus, our experimental findings are consistent with theoretical predictions that the magnitude of long-range inter-domain perturbations is a function of coupling energetics and the relative equilibrium positions of the paired S4 segments.

**Discussion**

Site-specific fluorescence measurements can reflect either the movement of a tagged S4 segment or the relative rearrangement of proximal quenching groups in a neighboring segment or a composite of both. Gating and ionic current parameters recorded in the same preparation can be used to assign these fluorescence changes to particular physical transitions. Fluorescence data near the S4 segment in Shaker K\(^{+}\) channel reveals that at most positions optical signal tracks at least one component of gating charge movement (Mannuzzu et al., 1996; Cha and Bezanilla, 1997, 1998; Gandhi et al., 2000; Loots and Isacoff, 2000). Similar studies in the voltage-gated sodium channel reveal that the primary component of the fluorescence signal is conserved between different sites within the same S4 segment. Furthermore, this optical component is well correlated with the time course of gating currents. These results indicate that voltage-dependent fluorescence changes measured near S4 segments reflect voltage-sensor movement. In the present study, we have exploited this attribute in gating perturbed mutants to determine the extent of coupling interactions between different voltage sensors.

**Measured Effects Are Due to Long Range Coupling Interactions**

Although fluorescence quenching requires close proximity (2 Å or less), it is possible that functional groups...
in neighboring domains or subunits may contribute to the optical signal. For example, our fluorescence measurements may report the movement of the tagged S4 relative to a quenching group in the neighboring domain. If this quencher also experiences voltage-dependent changes in position, then a perturbation of this extra-domain quencher may be reflected in the F-V behavior of the labeled S4. This effect, referred to here as a “proximity effect”, and its implications are best addressed by examining recent structural models of voltage-gated potassium channels. According to the crystal structure of KvAP channels (Jiang et al., 2003), the S4 segments are outstretched and are unlikely to share contact surfaces with neighboring subunits from the same channel. Thus, in this instance, the fluorescence signal cannot be attributed to a proximity effect. However, an alternative structure of the Shaker channel (Laine et al., 2003) suggests that the S4 lies in close proximity to the S6 segment with a clockwise arrangement of each domain from an extracellular perspective. Supporting evidence for a clockwise arrangement of each domain from an extracellular perspective was provided by molecular footprinting studies of the pore region in the sodium channel using μ-conotoxin (Li et al., 2001). Using Shaker model as a template for the voltage-gated sodium channel, S4-DI is placed adjacent to the S6 of DIV, S4-DII to S6-DI, and so forth. As illustrated in Fig. 9, a TMRM molecule in S4-DI may report structural changes in S6-DIV that are elicited by a S4-DIV gating perturbation. However, this proximity effect will be unidirectional in nature because a fluorophore attached to S4-DIV will be too distant to report local structural changes occurring near S4-DI. In contrast, our results where converse mutation pairs show reciprocal effects are consistent with linked processes (Wyman and Gill, 1990). Furthermore, our measurements reveal that gating perturbations of S4-DIII significantly affect the movement of S4-DI and similar perturbation effects are observed between S4-DII and S4-DIV (Fig. 7). Such distal perturbations observed between voltage sensors assembled on opposite sides of the channel are difficult to explain by only invoking proximity effects. Therefore, we conclude that the effect of distal gating perturbations on voltage sensors of the sodium channel are due to long range coupling interactions.

Divergence of Cooperative Mechanisms in Sodium and Potassium Channels

Among the various kinetic models proposed for the potassium channel, there is a general consensus that activation gating of the potassium channel involves cooperative interactions (Zagotta et al., 1994; Schoppa and Sigworth, 1998). These models envision independently moving voltage sensors during early transitions that converge to a final concerted transition of all subunits manifesting only at the quaternary level between the interacting faces of the subunits (Ledwell and Aldrich, 1999). Similarly, fluorescence studies reveal that the early steps in the activation process are uncoupled as the foot of the F-V curve is unaffected in the presence of a distal gating perturbation (Mannuzzu and Isacoff, 2000). Our measurements in the sodium channel, in

![Figure 9. Reciprocal perturbation effects in the sodium channel support interdomain cooperative interactions. An extracellular perspective of the KvA potassium channel is depicted as a structural homologue of the sodium channel. The S4 transmembrane segments were placed at the interface of each domain based on the structure proposed by Laine et al. (2003). In this model, TMRM anchored to S4-DI is placed (arbitrarily) in close proximity to the pore helix of domain IV. Thus, a gating perturbation in S4 of domain IV may modulate the fluorescence signal near S4-DI through a conformational change in the pore helix. However, a perturbation in S4-DI is unlikely to affect a probe attached to S4-DIV in the absence of coupling as the distance between two S4 segments is too large (34 Å). Also, note that the relatively small size of TMRM relative to the dimension of the channel prevents the tethered fluorophore from directly sampling changes in the movement of a neighboring S4.](https://example.com/figure9.png)
contrast, show that coupling interactions exist during early S4 transitions (for example, shift in foot of F-V of DI-DIV* and DIV-DI*). Thus, cooperative interactions are more extensive in the sodium channel such that the voltage sensors likely move in a coordinated manner upon membrane depolarization.

Despite the evidence for cooperativity, the underlying structural basis is only speculative at the present time. In the structural model of the Shaker potassium channel (Laine et al., 2003), coupling may be propagated by an interaction between residues near the S4 with residues in the turret of the neighboring pore. On the other hand, if the crystal structure of the KvAP channel (Jiang et al., 2003) corresponds to the structure in the membrane, the individual S4s have essentially no contact with pore helices of neighboring subunits. In this case interdomain communication is likely to be mediated through contacts between the pore loops, which is the common interaction region. If the structural models of potassium channels are prototypical of all voltage-gated ion channels, how are movements of S4s in the sodium channel coupled unlike potassium channels? We suggest that the major difference between Na+ and K+ channels is that the kinetic transitions in the sodium channel are much more tightly coupled as compared with the potassium channel. Thus, in the K+ channel even when the last transitions are highly coupled the effect is not detected by early transitions, in contrast to the voltage-gated sodium channel studied here. Ultimately, high-resolution structures of voltage-gated K+ and Na+ channels will be of immense value in designing experiments to explore the mechanistic basis of S4 coupling.

Functional Role of Cooperativity in the Sodium Channels

Cooperative interactions between S4 segments of the eukaryotic sodium channel suggest a physical basis for coupling activation to the inactivation process. Our data show that a gating perturbation of S4-DI exerts the largest effect on S4-DIV fluorescence behavior and, likewise, perturbation of S4-DIV induces a maximal shift on S4-DI movement. The reciprocity and magnitude of these long-range perturbations indicate cooperativity between the two domains. Although our data reveals S4-DIV is also coupled to the S4s of DII and DIII, the coupling strength between S4-DI and S4-DIV, as determined by the magnitude of the DV1/2, is most significant. Previous work from different labs have shown that S4-DIV of the sodium channel plays a major role in the inactivation process and may serve to initiate the fast inactivation (Chen et al., 1996; Kontis and Goldin, 1997; Sheets et al., 1999; Chanda and Bezanilla, 2002). Together, these results suggest that the coupling between activation and inactivation may be achieved by coupling S4-DIV with the movement of other voltage sensors, notably S4-DI.

Another functional advantage conferred by cooperativity revolves around the issue of electrical signaling. During an action potential, voltage-gated sodium channels generate the rising phase that requires faster activation kinetics than K+ channels. Consequently, multidomain eukaryotic sodium channels are typically several fold faster than potassium channels. Positive cooperativity between voltage-sensing subunits will accelerate activation kinetics as shown by a solution of the four state model depicted in Scheme I (see Appendix for proof). Thus, tight coupling of S4 movement in voltage-dependent sodium channels may be the basis for the rapid kinetics required for fast electrical communication.

APPENDIX

Here we provide an analytic description illustrating the effect of cooperativity on the kinetics of sodium channel activation. A four-state model of a channel consisting of two subunits is shown in Scheme I. The forward rates are denoted by α and backward rates by β, thus the equilibrium constants \( K_1 = \alpha_1/\beta_1 \) and \( K_2 = \beta_2/\beta \). The coupling factor n is assigned a value of 1 when the movement of each subunit is completely independent of the other (i.e., uncoupled case). For simplicity, assume that a large depolarization is applied such that the forward rate constants \( \alpha_1 \) and \( \alpha_2 \) are much larger than the backward rate constants \( \beta_1 \) and \( \beta_2 \). Solving the rate equations, the gating current \( I_g \) is given by

\[
I_g = \left\{ \frac{(\alpha_1 + \alpha_2) - n\alpha_1\alpha_2}{[\alpha_1 + \alpha_2(1 - n)]} \frac{(\alpha_1 + \alpha_2)(2 - n)}{[\alpha_1 + \alpha_2(1 - n)]} \right\} \exp[-(\alpha_1 + \alpha_2)t] + \frac{n\alpha_1\alpha_2}{\alpha_1 + \alpha_2 - n\alpha_2} \exp[-n\alpha_1 t].
\]

Assuming \( \alpha_1 = \alpha_2 = \alpha \), then we get

\[
I_g = 4\alpha \frac{n - 1}{n - 2} \exp[-2\alpha t] - 2\alpha \frac{n}{n - 2} \exp[-n\alpha t].
\]

The gating currents would exhibit a fast rising phase with a rate constant \( na \) and a decaying phase with a rate constant \( 2\alpha \), twice as fast as the elementary rate constant in the absence of positive cooperativity.

When both subunits move independently \( (n = 1) \), the gating current in Eq. 9 is reduced to

\[
I_g = 2\alpha \exp[-\alpha t].
\]

This is a simple exponential decay with a rate constant \( \alpha \) and no rising phase. In the sodium channel, the opening of the channel is not rate limited, therefore,
when gating current kinetics are accelerated, the sodium channel activation will also increase.
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